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introduction 

under developmental efforts by the centre of Arab women for training and research 
(cAwtAr), launching the project ‘Empowering women Entrepreneurs in the mEnA 
region towards Equal Access with men to Business and trade markets’, this report aims 
to analyse the sectors that were previously identified as sectors with high potential for women 
participation and for creating businesses in 6 mEnA countries. the report at hand is amongst 
a series of 6 reports for each of the following countries namely Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, 
lebanon, morocco, and tunisia in the prominent sectors of agri-food, textile, and ict. 
the report presents a main economic overview of the country followed by a market trends 
analysis on each of these sectors. this report therefore represents lebanon and emphasizes 
on assessing potential business opportunities to be led by women in the country.

however, it is crucial to consider lebanon’s current unstable economic situation. this report 
has fulfilled its purpose through massive dependence on secondary data. Further analysis 
resorted to interviews with key experts in each sector and highlighted the unpredictability of 
doing business midst current situation. this has also been evident through the demotivation 
expressed by experts to share any insights caused by downturn in the current economy 
accompanied by frustration from recent events and uncertainty.

macroeconomic overview 

lebanon is a developing nation, listed 92nd on the human development index and ranking 
among the top in the Arab world outside of the persian gulf’s oil-rich economy. it is considered 
a state with an upper middle-class income. nevertheless, by the end of 2019, lebanon’s 
economy was undergoing a large-scale, multi-dimensional crisis. the lebanese sovereign 
debt crisis, corruption, and recent events have resulted in a currency crisis, political unrest, 
catastrophic shortages, rising unemployment, and poverty.

the lebanese economy is services-oriented representing78.8% of the country’s gdp(1) as of 
2020, with the main growth sectors include banking and tourism. the industrial sector accounts 
for 12.8% of gdp  constituting mainly manufacturing agri-food products (26%), followed by 
construction materials (12%) and chemical products(8%)(2).the agriculture sector, despite 
lebanon being almost self-sufficient in the production of fruits and vegetables, it contributes 
with 3.1% of the gdp with heavy reliance on dairy, livestock and cereal exports.

As for employment, the agriculture sector employs 13.4% of the workforce, the industrial sector 
employs 22.3% of the workforce, and the services sector employs 64.3% of the workforce(3). 
lebanon has one of the world’s biggest overall gender disparities (ranked 145th out of 153 
countries in the world Economic Forum gender gap report 2020) and one of the lowest 
global rates of female labour-force participation(4). within the unemployment pool, females 
have a higher unemployment rate of 14.3 percent as opposed to 10 percent for males(5).

1.   Economic and political overview. credit Agricole group. 2021
2.   industry. idAl. 
3.   ibid.
4.   un women: 2020 Beirut Explosion response plan. united nations Arab states. 2020.
5.    labour Force and household living conditions survey 2018-2019 lebanon. cAs, ilo, and Eu. 2020.
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the lebanese economy is suffering due to the pandemic coupled with the tragedy of the 
Beirut port explosion, which demolished hundreds of smEs and the port through which 70% 
of the lebanese economic activity is conducted(6), resulting in adecline in the gdp by 25%, the 
worst and lowest rate in over a decade(7). Furthermore, lebanon’s gross public debt surged by 
8.9 percent per year in the first half of 2020, reaching $93.40 billion(8). this further aggravates 
living conditions for the lebanese population of which 55% already live in poverty and 23% live 
in extreme poverty(9).the table below highlights lebanon’s main macroeconomic indicators:

Table 1: Lebanon’s macroeconomic indicator
 

demographics & macroeconomic indicators

population & growth 

rate (2021) (10) 
6,825,442 people with a population growth of -0.44 percent in 2020.

Age structure (11) 

0-14 years: 25 percent 

15-64 years: 67.38 percent

65 years and above: 7.55 percent

population distribution by 

gender (12) males: 50.34 million. Females: 49.66 percent

labour force (13) male participation rate is at 76%, while female participation rate is at 29%.

urbanization rate (2020) (14) 86 percent of the total population (6,069,524 people).

illiteracy rate by gender (15) males: 4%,Females: 8.1%

Economic growth trend (16) 
2015: 0.21%, 2016: 1.53%, 2017: 0.85%, 2018: -1.93%, 2019: -6.7%,

2020: -20.3%

gdp (2020) (17) 

gdp per capita (2020) (18)
33.38 billion usd

4891.00 usd

gdp by sector (19) Agriculture: 3.1%. industry: 12.8%. services: 78.8%

inflation (20) 84.86%

investment/doing business (21) 54.3

6.   lebanon succumbs to the highest debt-to-gdp ratio in the world. Arabian Business. 2020.
7.   lebanon: growth rate of the real gross domestic product (gdp) from 2010 to 2020. statista. 2021.
8.   lebanon succumbs to the highest debt-to-gdp ratio in the world. Arabian Business. 2020.
9.   merhej, Karim, and maysa Baroud. thE digitAl EconomY As An AltErnAtiVE in lEBAnon: Focus on micro, smAll, And 

mEdium EntErprisEs. issam Fares institute for public policy and international Affairs. 2020.
10.   lebanon: population growth from 2010 to 2020. statista. 2021.
11.   lebanon: Age structure from 2010 to 2020. statista. 2021.
12.   lebanon - male to female ratio of the total population. Knoema. 
13.   un women: 2020 Beirut Explosion response plan. united nations Arab states. 2020.
14.   lebanon urban population 1960-2021. macro trends. 
15.   labour Force and household living conditions survey 2018-2019 lebanon. cAs, ilo, and Eu. 2020.
16.   lebanon gdp growth rate 1989-2021. macro trends. 
17.   lebanon gdp 1988-2021. macro trends. 
18.   lebanon - gross domestic product per capita in current prices. Knoema.
19.   Economic and political overview. credit Agricole group. 2021.
20.   development of inflation rates in lebanon. world data.
21.   doing Business 2020. world Bank. 2020.
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covid-19 impact 

As most of the globe, the outburst of the covid-19 pandemic negatively impacted economies, 
and primarily the tourism sector. with lebanon mainly depending on tourism, the impact was 
even harder than other neighbouring countries, shutting down restaurants, tourist industries, 
general service industries and other relevant sectors of construction, arts and entertainment(22).

in terms of trade, exports and imports reached their lowest levels in over a decade, with exports 
shrinking to reach usd 8.98 billion(23), a 51.17% decline from 2019, and imports reaching usd 
14.97 billion(24), a52.56% decline from 2019, due to restrictions imposed on imports in light of 
coVid-19.on the same line, and as asurvey conducted to measure effect of the pandemic on 
the consumers’ purchasing criteria shows that consumers cut down their purchase expenses 
and altered their criteria, with increased price sensitivity constituting the main purchasing 
factor, where customers resorted to cheaper goods(25).

selected sectors

i. the Agri-food sector

there are around 1,245 agri-food enterprises in lebanon, accounting for the majority of overall 
industrial firms, with 48 percent concentrated in mount lebanon governorate(26), and while 
the agricultural sector’s contribution to gdp is miniscule, the sector employs 13.4 percent of 
the workforce(27), and agri-food exports have grown at a 2% cAgr since 2010, illustrating the 
sector’s potential and longevity despite external and internal obstacles(28).

Agri-food exports amounted for 11.7 percent of total exports and 12.4 percent of industrial 
exports in 2019. simultaneously, agri-food imports constitute a substantial share of overall 
imports, accounting for 18 percent of total imports and averaging usd 2.9 billion on average 
between 2014 and 2018. domestic agri-food production only fulfils around 20 percent of local 
demand making the bulk of lebanon’s food supplies imported(29). when evaluating trade, 
the united states proves to be a prospective market for lebanese food and beverage items. 
Various crops may be grown, which will benefit both the agricultural and industrial sectors. 
For example, olive planting allows for the production of virgin olive oil. in 2018, the volume of 
olive output was 117,413 tons. For the period 2011-2018, the cAgr was 4%(30). lebanese wine 
is also garnering popularity throughout the world, with idAl reporting that exports hit usd 
21 million in 2019. lebanese dairy products, nuts, fresh and dried fruits, and chocolate are 
very popular, especially among Arab nations(31). however, owing to a variety of factors, such as 

22. Assessing the impact of the Economic and coVid-19 crises in lebanon. world Food programme. 2020.
23. lebanon Exports 1989-2021. macro trends.
24. ibid.
25. Abdulkhalek, rasha, and maged Eid. Effect of corona Virus on the shopping criteria of lebanese consumers. international Journal of 

Business marketing and management (iJBmm). 2020.
26. textile industry in lebanon. textile infomedia. 
27. Economic and political overview. credit Agricole group. 2021.
28. Agri-food. idAl.
29. ibid. 
30. ibid.
31.   Khamis, rim. the potential of sustainable agriculture in lebanon. Annahar. 2020.
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regulatory challenges, strong rivalry, a lack of market intelligence, distribution accessibility, 
and an overall lack of linkages, relatively few lebanese enterprises have thus far effectively 
entered the market(32).

with the pandemic hitting, the ramifications on agri-food supply networks have been minimal 
on national value chains but significant on global value chains, making import and export more 
difficult during the lockdown period. At any rate, the repercussions of coVid-19 on domestic 
agri-food markets were limited in contrast to the significant impact of the inflated exchange 
rate between the lEB and usd, which culminated in rising food prices(33).

Exports and Imports

this section presents main exports and imports in the agri-food sector emphasizing on 
manufactured food rather than agricultural crops. By analysing export andimport trends, 
prominent products can be identified for highlighting potential business opportunities. 

As figure (1) illustrates main 
exports in the agri-food 
sector. Edible fruits, nuts, 
peel of citrus fruit or melons 
make up the highest export 
share, while sunflower seed 
or safflower oil has seen a 
dramatic increase between 
2017 and 2018 and it has 
been on the rise since. other 
products that have increased 
between 2018 and 2019 
include edible fruits, nuts, 
peel of citrus fruit or melons, 
as its exports increased from 
usd 141 million to usd 171 
million. 

All products representing 
main imports in lebanon 
in the agri-food sector as 
illustrated in figure (2), 
have seen a stagnant with 
exceptional yet minimal 
decline in the year of 2019. 
cereals, dairy products, eggs, 
and honey, edible products 
had the most noticeable drop 
between 2018 and 2019 of 
41 percent and 23 percent, 
respectively. 

Figure 1 Subsector export flows. source: oEc.

Figure 2: Agri-food subsector imports flow 
between 2015 & 2019. source: oEc.
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Export Potential 

while actual exports show 
certain products to rank 
highest in terms of value, 
this section presents other 
products that may not be 
highly exported but rather 
have high more potential 
to be exported. 

Figure (3) shows the 
untapped export potential 
for the main food products 
in lebanon, highlighting 
also the actual exports 
versus the untapped 
export potential(34). 

As illustrated, the top five food products with untapped export potential are coffee, beverages 
(non-alcoholic), vegetables, cocoa beans and products, and processed meat.

tables 7 in the market opportunities section elaborates more on the potential of these products 
by clarifying values of the untapped export potential for the top food sub-products, as well as 
the main potential export markets for those sub-products.

Main Sectoral opportunities and challenges 

lebanon has been facing numerous challenges in the agri-food sector for years as a result of 
high manufacturing costs, trade monopolies, unfavourable international trade agreements 
(35),  inaccessible raw materials, fluctuating prices of raw materials, relying heavily on imported 
products and raw materials, lack of governmental monitoring, and frequent power outages. 
trade limitations imposed by covid-19 have exacerbated lebanon’s economic and financial 
crises, raising the prices of imported food goods even higher(36). in addition to the covid-19 
crisis, the explosion at the Beirut port in August 2020 destroyed a huge portion of lebanon’s 
grain stocks. unfortunately, Beirut’s port holds the country’s only grain silos and receives 
80% of its imports(37), further condemning the country’s economy to more chaos. moreover, 
political instability is constantly shaking its trade flows with important markets such as saudi 
Arabia and united Arab Emirates. 

32. thE prEmiEr VirtuAl EXhiBition oF lEBAnEsE Food And BEVErAgE – usA 2020. the Embassy of lebanon, washington. 
2020.

33. lebanon national Agriculture strategy (nAs) 2020 – 2025. ministry of Agriculture. 
34. difference between export potential and untapped export potential: in the calculations that aggregate untapped potential at the 

region or sector level, trade map does not allow a negative gap between actual exports and export potential (actual exports > export 
potential) in one product, market, or supplier to cancel out a positive gap (actual exports < export potential) in another. they preserve 
the individual untapped potential levels and sum them. For this reason, the remaining untapped potential to a group of countries (or 
products) aggregates only those values where the actual export value remains below the potential value.

35. Big challenges to agricultural sector and food security in lebanon because of government neglect. women Economic Empowerment 
portal. 2014. 

36. Assessing the impact of the Economic and coVid-19 crises in lebanon. world Food programme. 2020.
37. ibid.
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however, the sector enjoys other strength points and activities, and based on the Agricultural 
sector in lebanon document published by the united nations Economic and social commission 
for western Asia, and idis conducted, this table shows the swot analysis to be considered by 
policy makers and support organizations as summarized in the table (2) below(38):

Table 2: SWOT analysis of the agri-food sector in Algeria
 

strengths weaknesses

•	 close proximity to gulf and European markets, 
which are net importers of fruits and vegetables.

•	 large diaspora creates access points to new 
markets. 

•	 Very positive name-recognition in gulf countries 
particularly with “lebanese Apples”. 

•	 mediterranean climate allows for a long growing 
season and for crop diversity. 

•	 FFVs are often handpicked and gathered in 
unpolluted areas and lebanon’s juices are 
considered high quality, when made from 100 
percent natural fruits and vegetables. 

•	 ready availability and accessibility to agricultural 
inputs, unlike in many other developing countries. 

•	 Access to cheap seasonal labour from 
neighbouring countries (mainly syria, but also from 
Egypt). 

•	 well-established food canning industry with 
extensive markets in the gulf, Eu and north 
America. 

•	 lacking food quality and safety standards. 
•	 high-cost structure compared to other 

mEnA countries. 
•	 institutional fragmentation creates 

bottlenecks. 
•	 poor logistics, particularly in timeliness of 

delivery. 
•	  water scarcity as a production constraint 

and a lack of adequate investments in 
irrigation infrastructure. 

•	 weak marketing infrastructure. 
•	 high debt service. 
•	 lack of land-use planning and rapid urban 

encroachment over prime farmland. 
•	 highly fragmented land holdings and 

predominance of part-time farming. 
severe politicization of agricultural and rural 
development institutions, with programs and 
policies driven mainly by political considerations.

opportunities threats

•	 organic FFVs offer higher premiums than 

conventional products.

•	 high-end products offer more stable returns than 

low-end alternatives. 

Food commodity prices have fallen considerably 

since the recent price shock, resulting in lower food 

subsidies, which may enable realignment of public 

investment in r&d and food quality and safety.

•	 Egypt, syria, and turkey compete in lebanon’s 

major export markets; Jordan is an emerging 

threat. 

•	 climate change. 

•	 high vulnerability to future grain-price shocks.

•	 projected long-run increase in key input prices 

(i.e. petroleum and fertilizer).

cheese is lebanese markets is limited in its 

varieties and is drastically higher in prices than 

outside of lebanon.

demand trends and needs

After the pandemic hit, there has been a continuous growing global interest in nutritious food 
and healthier lifestyles all around. Accordingly, the lebanese population have started exhibiting 
increased awareness levels reflected in their purchase of food with high nutritional values and 
following healthier trends. this has been further highlighted from field experts as follows: 

38.   the Agricultural sector of lebanon. united nations Economic and social commission for western Asia. 2013.
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“People in Lebanon’s investment in sports rose, as well as their interest in various 
diets; keto being one of them”. -IDI with a Lebanese key expert in the agri-food sector

it has been also highlighted that a growing consumer market have been willing to compromise 
on the shelf life of the product in exchange for more environmentally friendly products, 
placing additional pressure on manufacturers to be more sustainable.moreover, christians 
fasting found a great alternative in gluten-free food products, same as people with gluten 
intolerance. Accordingly, gluten-free food products are currently garnering more popularity as 
they serve these two segments along with people generally interested in following a healthy 
lifestyle.  Among these popular food products are banana breads and apple chips. Following 
the trend, there has been a growing market for lebanese protein bars.Furthermore, and in line 
with people’s growing interest in nutritious food, people started cultivating their own plots and 
harvesting their own produce. to combat rising prices of animal feed, lebanese people have 
begun to consider locally producing it themselves. 

coVid-19 impact on consumer behaviour

After the spread of the pandemic, a survey was conducted to assess the effects of the pandemic 
on livelihoods, to which people reported that in order to bridge income disparities, one or 
more livelihood-based coping methods were used, with spending less on food being the 
most often reported approach. Furthermore, households’ ability to get food was hampered 
by hyperinflation(39).  As such, the prime minister of lebanon stated that the country is on the 
cusp of a massive food calamity in may 2020(40).

high demand products

upon assessing which subsectors have potential for growth or a competitive advantage to 
capitalize on, data has identified wine, olive oil, dried fruits and nuts, chocolate, and spices 
as the main subsectors with market opportunities(41)  as listed in table (3) below citing the 
reasons behind the appeal of the products.

lebanese wine it has achieved global recognition, with strong penetration rates in nations with a sizable 
diaspora population. wine exports were usd 21 million in 2019, with the united Kingdom 
(33 percent) and the united states (17 percent) leading the list of destinations.

olive oil its exports have fared well over the years, increasing at a cAgr of 6% between 2010 and 
2019, giving potential for diverse investment possibilities in the production of extra virgin 
olive oil from new olive types.

dried Fruits & 
nuts

the value chain may be restructured to generate higher products and become a constant 
supplier to underserved regional markets like saudi Arabia, Egypt, and spain.

chocolate lebanon is a major exporter of chocolate to gcc nations, providing fine chocolate pieces in 
elegant packaging. with new healthier chocolate products, local firms have the potential to 
enter wealthy growing markets.

spices (42) they are among the food sub-products with great potential, as the lebanese have special 
mixes and use their spices differently than overseas.

Table 3 : Subsectors with market opportunities

39.   Assessing the impact of the Economic and coVid-19 crises in lebanon. world Food programme. 2020.
40.    ibid.
41.   Agri-food. idAl. 
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Local demand 

the local demand trends in the 
agri-food sector can be assumed 
from lebanon’s main imports as 
illustrated in figure (4). 

high demand products such as 
cereals, dairy products, and eggs 
are considered in high demand 
with large growth potential 
given the large imports data. 
production and trade of such 
in-demand goods can be utilized 
to satisfy local demand.

International demand 

For new businesses to tap in the international demand, high exported namely sunflower seed 
or safflower oil and edible fruits, nuts, peel of citrus fruit or melons can be important indicator 
for producers to produce more to meet the global demand.

while these sub-products have potential for growth as furtherly corroborated through idis with 
key market experts, they emphasized that the country needs to focus on other sub-products 
as opposed to traditional lebanese food which is mostly imported by neighbouring Arab 
countries. 

to gain more exposure 
in international markets, 
lebanon needs to invest 
in vegan, organic, and 
healthier alternatives.

Furthermore, Figure (4) 
illustrates coffee, roasted, 
not decaffeinated, and 
water as the highest two 
commodities with untapped 
export potential out of the 
five top subsectors in the 
agri-food sector.
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ii. textile

the textile industry in lebanon 
comprises around 14% of 
the total industrial sector. in 
total, there are almost 800 
manufacturing facilities (43). As to 
the status of the industry, there 
is a general decline across local 
production, exports, imports, and 
market size with local production 
recued to half, while imports and 
the market size shrunk heavily as 
shown in table (4) below(44).

Exports and Imports

lebanon’s textile export market size is usd 0.05 billion with uAE, italy, and qatar as the main 
global markets among other countries as represented in figure (7)(45) below.

42. ott, sherry. the food of lebanon. ott’s world. 2020.
43. textile industry in lebanon. textile infomedia.
44. lebanon – Apparel. international trade Administration. 2021.
45. source: oEc.

Figure 6 Top 10 textile exports from 
Lebanon by country.  

Figure 7 Subsector export flows

Table 4 : Apparel market status

2019 2020

Total Local Production $ 100 million $ 50 million

Total Exports $ 28 million $ 25 million

Total Imports $ 414 million $ 143 million

Total Market Size $ 486 million $ 168 million
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46. source: infomedia
47. source: infomedia

Figure 7 Top 10 textile imports to
 Lebanon by country.

Figure 8 Subsector import flows
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Figure (6)(46) shows non-knit women’s suits 
as the main export product, even though it 
has been witnessing a continuous decline 
through the past five years, dropping by 
nearly 33 percent.lebanon’s textile import 
market size is usd 0.76 billion and the top 
10 exporter countries are illustrated in figure 
(8)(47) below with lebanon’s import share 
indicated, withchina and turkey comprising 
nearly half of lebanon’s import market. 

main exports include non-knit women’s 
suits, with smaller portions in light 
rubberized knitted fabric and non-knit 
men’s suits. (illustrated in figure 5 below)

Figure 9 : Untapped export potential across commodities in Lebanon
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Figure (9)(48) shows the untapped export potential for the main textile commodities in 
lebanon. As illustrated, the top commodities with untapped export potential are Apparel, 
footwear, and synthetic textile fabric.

Attached in the market opportunities section is a table that elaborates more on the potential of these 
products by clarifying values of the untapped export potential for the top textile sub-products, as 
well as the main potential export markets for those sub-products, which are mainly, 

Main Sectoral opportunities and challenges

to preserve local production, the lebanese government has attempted to prohibit the sale 
of some turkish items, notably textile imports worth us$123.3 million annually. Following 
lobbying by the Association of lebanese industrialists about ‘unfair competition,’ lebanon’s 
council of ministers accepted the country’s ministry of economy and trade’s proposal to 
prohibit specific turkish items. since the commencement of the syrian crisis in 2011, lebanon 
has been swamped with turkish products, thanks to the closure of the syrian border and the 
establishment of a direct freight ferry between tripoli in northern lebanon and mersin in 
southern turkey. the turkish lira’s decline since 2015, from trY2.3 to the us dollar in 2015 
to trY4 in 2018, has also boosted imports. due to high labour and production expenses, 
domestic production in lebanon has decreased. rakha provides the example of textile dyeing, 
which costs roughly us$4/kg in lebanon but just us$0.50 in turkey(49).

Assessing strengths and weaknesses in the textile sector is based on the Analysis of lebanon’s 
Apparel market document published by Bank med, and conducted idis, this table shows the 
swot analysis to be considered by policy makers and support organizations as summarized 
in the table (5) below(50):

Table 4: SWOT analysis of the textile sector in Algeria

strengths weaknesses

•	 Business culture that encourages interaction 
with various regional and international trade 
partners.

•	 tradition of exposure to world fashion and 
reputation of sense of style and «good taste».

•	 lebanese investors franchising foreign brands 
have shown interest in the apparel sector, 
increasingly opening shops in the country.

•	 Entrepreneurial approach aimed at improving 
apparel manufacturing coupled with 
increasing investment in technology and 
machinery.

•	 low customs duty on imported textiles 
and clothing, hence encouraging foreign 
investment in the sector.

positive dynamism in the country’s tourism sector 
promises in a vibrant apparel market.

•	 limited local apparel manufacturing due to: 
•	 low labour productivity 
•	 inefficient use of machinery 
•	 high production costs 
•	 dependence on imported material

•	 lack of effective trade agreements that 
encourage apparel trade.

•	 poor export-oriented strategies and lack of 
sufficient presence in high-potential retail 
channels, thus limiting the possibility of 
overseas expansion.

•	 manufacturers targeting low-end market 
cannot compete with low-cost imports.

lebanese labour is/are expensive.

48. source: oEc.
49. cochrane, paul. lebanon to ban turkish textiles. wtin. 2018. 
50. Analysis of lebanon’s Apparel market. Bank med. 2014.
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opportunities threats

•	 proximity to European and Arab markets.
•	 potential development of specialized apparel 

subsectors requiring high fashion or «taste» 
input like wedding dresses and haute couture.

growing global apparel market with possible new 
markets especially in countries with lebanese 
diaspora

•	 high dependence on imports which increases 
exposure to international apparel price trends 
such as lace and chiffon from France, china, 
and Korea.

•	 the apparel market’s high exposure to the 
country’s risk resulted in its poor image on 
capital markets, thus hindering its access to 
capital and financing.

•	 Excessive and inflexible regulations coupled 
with aggressive entry of low-cost multi-national 
competitors.

unstable domestic as well as regional political and 
security situations

coVid’s impact on the sector

A month-long shutdown with no revenue was the tipping point for small clothing retail firms 
that were already suffering. while no official data are available, a mere stroll along these streets 
indicates a huge rise in empty stores with «For sale» or «For rent» signs as comparedto 
earlier in 2020. Even some of the more established fashion stores, who could afford mall 
locations, did not return following the relaxation of lockdown measures.

demand trends, needs, and coVid-19 impact on consumer behaviour

recent trends coupled with cutting expenditure have pushed consumers to rely on accessories 
as a way of restyling their outfits, to wear it several times without looking the same. Based on 
that culture, lebanese people in general have shown increased demand on accessories and 
practical/versatile clothing.

“Nowadays, with the decline in purchasing power, consumers are relying more on 
practical clothing; items they can style in various ways with the use of accessories.” – 
Lebanese textile expert

moreover, clothing customers in lebanon value uniqueness, which makes producing unique 
pieces with higher qualities an opportunity instead of mass production that forces them to 
compete with fierce market players such as china and turkey. this further constitutes an 
opportunity as clothing brands are having a limited presence in lebanon, leaving a gap that 
local production could fill.

high demand products

upon assessing which subsectors have potential for growth or a competitive advantage to 
capitalize on, data has identified accessories, apparel and unique apparel designs, the main 
sub-sectors with market opportunities. Furthermore, below charts elaborate on specific 
subproducts that are demanded in both local market and export market.
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Domestic demand

domestic demand trends 
relevant to the textile industry 
can be extrapolated from the 
most imported textile products, 
demonstrated in figure 10(51).

As shown, non-knit women’s suits, 
and knit sweaters are the highest 
demanded products from the 
international market. it is likely that 
the industry can also cater to the 
national market.

International demand

international demand can be 
inferred through actual exports, 
but even they’re even more clearly 
demonstrated through the sector’s 
untapped export potential, which 
figure 11 illustrates. 

As the data shows, women’s dresses, 
and footwear (rubber/plastic soles 
& leather uppers) comprise nearly 
70 percent of the untapped export 
potential of textile commodities 
within the textile sector with spain 
and us as main markets respectively. 
the figure only shows the products 
with the highest export potential 
within each sub-sector; however, 
more data is listed in the untapped 
exports table found in the market 
opportunities section.

.iii.  the ict sector

in 2018, ict contributed around 2.1 percent of the country’s gdp; a value of usd 1.1 billion. it is 
projected that the ict services and manufacturing sector employs roughly 10,700 individuals, the 
vast majority of whom are experienced professionals. with 6,485 jobs, the equivalent of 60%, 
the software sub-sector remains the largest employer. this is followed by the digital/ start-up 
Economy section, which consists of start-ups and employs around 1,700 people, the equivalent 
of 16% of the total(52). Around 800 small and medium-sized firms make up lebanon’s ict sector. 
most of these businesses are distributors and sellers, although the industry is increasingly focusing 
on innovation and content creation(53).

51.   source: oEc.
52.   ict sector in lebanon 2020 Factbook. idAl.
53.   lebanon’s ict sector growth. shanda consult.

Figure 10 Subsector import flows

Figure 11 Top commodities with untapped 
export potential
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54.   ibid.
55.   ibid.
56.   lebanon national Agriculture strategy (nAs) 2020 – 2025. ministry of Agriculture.
57.   lebanon’s ict sector growth. shanda consult.

According to idAl, 48% of lebanese ict companies are involved in the development of software 
products for vertical industries (primarily for the healthcare, education, and banking sectors); 38% 
are involved in web solutions services such as web hosting, web design, and e-services; and 14% are 
involved in mobile services and application development(54).

despite lebanon’s present economic difficulties, overseas investors may still take advantage of a 
myriad of possibilities. the market size in 2016 reached usd 436.2 million and it is predicted to increase 
at a compounded annual interest rate of 9.7 percent to usd 543.5 million by 2019(55). moreover, the 
de-facto depreciation of the lebanon pound makes it an appealing prospect for global ict businesses 
and multinationals wishing to outsource a portion of their operations to lebanon while still using one 
of the region’s most competent workforces at cheap prices. similarly, the numerous tax advantages 
provided by the offshore business structure continue to be an appropriate tool for both domestic and 
foreign enterprises aiming to sell entirely abroad.

Exports and Imports

Exports of ict services more than 
doubled over the previous decade, 
rising from usd 329 million to usd 
640 million between 2002 and 2017, 
representing a 6.9 percent cAgr .

As figure (11) demonstrates, the 
gulf region is lebanon’s top 
export destination, followed by 
other middle Eastern countries, 
African countries, then European 
countries(57).

Exports account for 80 percent 
of ict software development 
enterprises. they mostly export 
vertical software and mobile apps. 

Around 85 percent of software 
development and services 
enterprises are export-oriented, 
with most of their revenue coming 
from operations outside lebanon. 
Vertical software applications and 
mobile applications are two of the 
most important exporting items as 
illustrated in figure (12).

Main Sectoral opportunities and challenges

competitiveness continues to be an issue. Even in technology and information technology, 
because they are not lebanon’s trademarks. the country competes against low-cost producers 
like india and pakistan as lebanon has a higher cost of living and a higher standard of living . 
moreover, lebanon faces the challenges of being up against key players in the ict sector such as 

Figure 11 Top export markets for Lebanese 
ICT companies %
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north America, Europe, Asia-pacific, the middle East and Africa, and south America who 
comprise the ict industry .Based on theEconomic contribution of the software industry in 
lebanon study, published by the world intellectual property organization (wipo), and the 
conducted idis, this table shows the swot analysis to be considered by policy makers and 
support organizations as summarized in table (6) below(60): 

Table 6 SWOT analysis in the ICT sector

strengths weaknesses

•	 skilled and multi-lingual human capital
•	 strategic geographic location
•	 cosmopolitan and multi-cultural heritage
•	 liberal market economy
•	 competitive creates industries

•	 small size of the domestic market
•	 poor ict infrastructure
•	 lack of an encompassing government plan 

for the ict industry
•	 weak legal framework

opportunities threats

•	 potential for domestic growth
•	 rapidly expanding regional market
•	 large and influential diaspora

•	 lack of political stability 
•	 rising regional competition 
•	 the country is currently operating on the 

premise of fresh notes (cash) instead of 
credit cards.

coVid-19 impact on the sector

the ict business has survived the crisis better than other sectors, displaying its resilience in 
lebanon(61). As the swot analysis shows and as the global direction towards digitalization 
is clear, ict sector represents a potential for lebanese to utilize especially that it is not 
reliant on government investment in infrastructure and can rather rise through individual 
initiatives.

coVid-19 impact on consumer behaviour

Between 2020 and 2021, while the number of internet users in lebanon decreased by 34 
thousand (-0.6%) which is insignificant decrease, however, social media users did not change 
in this period accounting for 64.3% of the entire population(62). this is also a remarkable 
phenomenon where in most countries, social media users and internet penetration largely 
increased indicating active engagement on digital platforms. this indicates poor trade 
activity witnessed on e-commerce websites in comparison to other countries which is 
explained by the worse economic pressures felt by lebanon than other countries.

58.   insider trading. the Business Year. 2015. 
59.   ict market - global size, share, trends and Key players (2020-2025). reports go. 2021.
60.   study on the Economic contribution of the software industry in lebanon. world intellectual property organization. 2014.
61.   ict sector in lebanon 2020 Factbook. idAl.
62.   Kemp, simon. digital 2021: lebanon. data reportal. 2021.
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63.   lebanon’s ict sector growth. shanda consult.

demand trends and needs

in line with the global trend of depending on mobile application services, key experts 
interviewed have identified some trends within the ict sector, stating a rise in the creation 
of mobile applications, emphasizing increase of consumers have increased their use of 
online platforms to include online and grocery shopping.

high demand products

According to idAl’s it Fact sheet, hardware sales hit usd 262.2 million in 2016 and 
are predicted to expand at an 8.3 percent cAgr between 2016 and 2019. the hardware 
industry is far from saturated, since demand for desktops and laptop computers remains 
robust across industries. the market value of the software development segment 
reached usd 40 million in 2016, and it is predicted to increase at a cAgr of 10.1 percent 
in the coming years. due to the protection of intellectual property rights, the reduction of 
software piracy, and the enhancement of ict infrastructure, software development has 
increased in recent years(63).

market opportunity

market opportunity resides within products with untapped export potential. identifying 
these sub-products and relevant export markets showcase where global demand lies. 
this could, in turn, be a compass for investors and business owners alike, as to where to 
invest their efforts. the tables below (tables 7 and 8) highlight the top sub-products in the 
agri-food and textile sectors with their corresponding untapped export potential, as well 
the main potential export markets for those sub-products:
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Table 7: Untapped export potential for the top food sub-products and the main 
potential export markets for those sub-products(64). 

commentsmarkets per 
product group

untapped 
potential 
(mn usd)

Actual 
exports

 (mn usd)

Export 
potential 
(mn usd)

sub-category with 
highest untapped 
export potential

coffee

saudi Arabia shows 
the largest absolute 
difference between 
potential and actual 
exports in value terms, 
leaving room to realize 
additional exports worth 
$1.6 mn.

 Jordan, greece
 and united
states

3.717.19.8
 coffee, roasted,
not decaffeinated

 saudi Arabia,
 Kuwait and
Jordan

36.220.314.1
 total untapped
export potential

Beverages (non-alcoholic)

syrian Arab republic 
shows the largest abso-
lute difference between 
potential and actual 
exports in value terms, 
leaving room to realize 
additional exports worth 
$7.9 mn.

 syrian Arab
 republic, saudi
 Arabia and
qatar

17.114.523.7
waters as beve-
rage

 syrian Arab
republic, Jor-

 dan and saudi
Arabia

30.635.547.3
 total untapped
export potential

Vegetables

 syrian Arab republic 
shows the largest abso-
lute difference between 
potential and actual 
exports in value terms, 
leaving room to realize 
additional exports worth 
$4.6 mn.

 saudi Arabia,
 Belarus and
united states

0.53731.30.6217
 Vegetables nes,
frozen

 Kuwait, saudi
 Arabia and
qatar

29.955.556.6
 total untapped
export potential

cocoa beans and products

syrian Arab republic 
shows the largest abso-
lute difference between 
potential and actual 
exports in value terms, 
leaving room to realize 
additional exports worth 
$3.0 mn.

 saudi Arabia,
 iraq, Kuwait,
 and syrian Arab
republic

17.361330.101333.971
 chocolate and
other cocoa prepa-
rations

 saudi Arabia,
Kuwait and iraq

21.541.143.6
 total untapped
export potential

processed meat

 syrian Arab republic 
shows the largest abso-
lute difference between 
potential and actual 
exports in value terms, 
leaving room to realize 
additional exports worth 
$2.8 mn.

syrian Arab re-
 public, united
 Kingdom and
netherlands

4.75.65.3

 meat or offal
 of fowls of the
species

 syrian Arab
 republic, saudi
 Arabia and
Jordan

13.313.415.3

 total untapped
export potential
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Table 8: Untapped export potential for the top textile sub-products and the main
potential export markets for those sub-products (65).

commentsmarkets per 
product group

untapped 
potential 
(mn usd)

Actual 
exports

 (mn usd)

Export 
potential 
(mn usd)

sub-category with 
highest untapped 
export potential

Apparel

spain shows the largest 
absolute difference 
between potential and 
actual exports in value 
terms, leaving room 
to realize additional 
exports worth $1.9 mn.

 Jordan, greece
 and united
states

2.77.46.7
 women’s dresses,
nes

 saudi Arabia,
 Kuwait and
Jordan

14.933.627.2
 total untapped
export potential

Footwear

united states shows the 
largest absolute diffe-
rence between poten-
tial and actual exports 
in value terms, leaving 
room to realize additional 
exports worth $244.9 k.

 united states,
 netherlands,
and Belgium

0.76972.21
Footwear, rubber/
plastic soles & lea-
ther uppers, nes

 united states,
 netherlands
and France

1.942.7
 total untapped
export potential

synthetic textile fabric

 turkey shows the largest 
absolute difference 
between potential and 
actual exports in value 
terms, leaving room 
to realize additional 
exports worth $216.1 k.

 côte d'ivoire,
 turkey and
Jordan

1.11.61.3
wadding of man-
 made fibres &
articles thereof

 syrian Arab
 republic, côte
 d'ivoire and
turkey

1.84.53.2
 total untapped
export potential

carpets

Egypt shows the largest 
absolute difference 
between potential and 
actual exports in value 
terms, leaving room 
to realize additional 
exports worth $220 k.

 united states,
 netherlands,
and France

0.37640.5890.4543

 Floor coverings
 of vegetable
 textiles/coarse
 animal hair, not of
 pile construction,
made up

 Egypt, united
 states and
netherlands

0.96911.41.3
 total untapped
export potential

64.   source: trade map.
65.   source: trade map
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